DIRECTIONS
HILTON FRANKFURT AIRPORT
HILTON GARDEN INN FRANKFURT AIRPORT
Exit to Hilton Frankfurt Airport & Hilton Garden Inn Frankfurt Airport
Arrival at Terminal 1 or Terminal 2:
The Hilton Frankfurt Airport and Hilton Garden Inn Frankfurt Airport are located in THE SQUAIRE building above the ICE long-distance train station ("Fernbahnhof"), with direct pedestrian access to Terminal 1 (via skywalk). When arriving at Terminal 1, please follow the signs to THE SQUAIRE and Long Distance Trains. At the long-distance train station, take the entrance THE SQUAIRE East. From here take the elevator or escalator to level 5, where the hotels are located.
When arriving at Terminal 2, first take the skytrain to Terminal 1 and then follow the directions as described above.

Arrival by train (ICE):
The hotels are situated at THE SQUAIRE East above the ICE high-speed train station. At the entrance THE SQUAIRE East, take the elevator or escalator to level 5.

Arrival by car:
From Basel / Stuttgart: follow the A5 direction Frankfurt/Hannover and change at „Frankfurter Kreuz“ to the B43, following the signs to Frankfurt Airport Terminal 1 and THE SQUAIRE. The hotels are located in THE SQUAIRE building. When arriving at the Terminal 1 exit, take the left lane exit to THE SQUAIRE. Follow the road to the end of the building to enter the hotel parking area (Hilton Parking).

From Hannover: follow the A5 direction Basel and change at „Frankfurter Kreuz“ to the B43, following the signs to Frankfurt Airport Terminal 1 and THE SQUAIRE. The hotels are located in THE SQUAIRE building. When arriving at the Terminal 1 exit, take the left lane exit to THE SQUAIRE. Follow the road to the end of the building to enter the hotel parking area (Hilton Parking).

From Köln / Wiesbaden: follow the A3 direction Wurzburg and leave the motorway at exit Frankfurt Airport Terminal 1 / THE SQUAIRE. Follow the signs indicating THE SQUAIRE. The hotels are located in THE SQUAIRE building. When arriving at the Terminal 1 exit, take the left lane exit to THE SQUAIRE. Follow the road to the end of the building to enter the hotel parking area (Hilton Parking).

From Würzburg: Take the A3 direction Köln and leave the motorway at exit Frankfurt Airport Terminal 1 / THE SQUAIRE. Follow the signs indicating THE SQUAIRE. The hotels are located in THE SQUAIRE building. When arriving at the Terminal 1 exit, take the left lane exit to THE SQUAIRE. Follow the road to the end of the building to enter the hotel parking area (Hilton Parking).

GPS coordinates: LAT: 50,053515 · LON: 8,572635